We calculate the spectral function in pseudoscalar (scalar) channel in the high temperature phase of QCD in presence of a background magnetic field. Spatial and temporal screening masses are determined from the long distance behavior of the corresponding correlation functions.
to understand the effect of a magnetic field on the the propagation of mesons and it serves to define an appropriate starting point for a refined analysis with higher order QCD effects systematically embedded. On the phenomenology side, such an approximation may be quite relevant at the top LHC energy and Future circular collider (FCC) respectively.
For brevity, we shall consider only neutral pseudo-scalar (scalar) mesons of chiral quarks in this paper. We also assume that mesons are composed only one kind of quark flavor which will be either u or d. Thus our mesons are not physical mesons but these states can be constructed in the laboratory of lattice QCD [39] .
Analytic studies in a background magnetic field have rarely been pushed beyond one loop and even at one loop order the calculations are arranged for some special configurations of fields most of the time. If the magnetic field dominates other scales in the problem, then it makes sense to place the charged particles in the lowest Landau level (LLL) because states at higher Landau levels are too heavy to be excited. The beauty of the LLL approximation is that it allows complete separation of motion along the direction parallel to the magnetic field and gyromagnetic motion in the transverse space. Furthermore, it allows much simpler tensorial structure of n point functions and easy Gaussian integrations over transverse momenta of the virtual particles. In general, long distance properties are sensitive to the LLL. However, barring special observable like chiral magnetic current or spin polarization where only LLL contribute, restriction to LLL brings in uncertainty in the calculation. Effect of higher landau levels are accommodated in the loop calculation either by choosing special direction of propagation with respect to the external magnetic field p or ⊥ B or through a partial resummation of arbitrary Landau levels [40] in the strong field limit. Another kind of resummation of Landau levels is applicable when the magnetic field is weaker than pertinent mass scales in the problem. Here the resummation is equivalent to the expansion of the propagator in powers of the magnetic field [41] which is mostly useful to calculate the high frequency tail of the massive correlators [42, 43] . 1 The plan of the present paper is as follows. Notations used in the paper and formalism are introduced in Sec.1. We derive an analytic expression of mesonic spectral density for entire momentum range in Sec.2. This is the central result of the paper. We discuss asymptotic limits of different correlators and find corresponding screening masses in Sec.3.
1 Such expansion coincides with the operator product expansion which has been widely used in the context of QCD sum rule calculations in nonperturbative background of color electromagnetic fields. For massless particle, the exercise of OPE needs certain care. The point is that the propagator becomes increasingly sensitive to the infrared as one moves to higher order in the expansion which is translated in the infrared sensitivity of the correlator. To save the whole scheme from doom, one needs to absorb long distance divergences in the definition of condensates leaving short distance contributions in coefficient functions. The procedure is known for QCD [44] [45] [46] and we have explicitly checked in the case of electromagnetic correlator that it works in presence of a background U(1) field too. We do not discuss this type of calculation here which in a sense is redundant when the complete result is known. The interested reader may see [47] for a case in this point.
Formalism
For definiteness, we assume a spatio-temporally constant magnetic field along the z direction. The hadronic current is given by J h (τ, x) =q (τ, x) Γ h q (τ, x). Here, Γ h = 1, γ 5 for scalar (S), pseudo-scalar (PS) respectively.
Correlation function
Since the magnetic field breaks the isotropy of space, the in-medium correlation functions depend on longitudinal (z) and transverse (x ⊥ ) coordinates separately,
The spectral density σ h (ω, p ⊥ , p z ), upto possible subtractions, is defined as
Correlation functions of interest can be expressed in terms of the spectral function.
• Temporal meson correlation function :
• Longitudinal correlation function :
• Transverse plane correlation function
If the spectrum of the theory is characterized by simple poles, then the corresponding Fourier transforms will feature exponential fall off at long distance. The inverse of the characteristic range of the correlation function is called the screening mass. In the chiral limit, temporal and spatial screening masses are equal in free theory and given by m scr = 2πT which has simple interpretation as arising due to independent propagation of two quarks. If we neglect QCD effects, equality of the screening masses still hold for longitudinal and temporal directions even when a magnetic field is present. In the lowest order of perturbation theory, the screening masses are in fact independent of magnetic field and given by free theory value. This is a consequence of the fact that long distance properties of the correlator are determined by LLL which is independent of B. It will be shown later that the transverse plane correlator shows a Gaussian fall off at large distance with a mass scale ∼ |q f B|, where q f is the charge of the flavor f . This is not a screening behavior per se, but reminiscent of the magnetic confinement in the transverse plane with a characteristic scale r ⊥ ∼ 1/ |q f B|.
Fermion Propagator
The exact charged fermion propagator in a homogeneous external field can be written as
Here S f (k) is the translation and gauge invariant part of the fermion propagator in a background potential A ext µ (x). The holonomy factor λ (x, x ) breaks gauge and translation invariance. Explicit form of λ is not important here, it drops out in a gauge invariant calculation. 2 S f can be decomposed as sum over the discrete Landau levels [48, 49] ,
Our notation here is as follows : the four vectors are decomposed into components parallel and perpendicular to magnetic field,
The metric tensor is written as as
The scalar product naturally splits as
Let us also note that q f and m f are charge and mass of the fermion respectively. We have
are spin projection operators along the magnetic field direction. L α n are associated Laguerre polynomials. By definition, L n = 0 if n < 0. The correlation function is given by the convolution of fermion propagators. Using the propagator (1.7) pseudoscalar correlator can be recast in the form,
Spectral Function
C represents terms without discontinuities. Here s = ω 2 − p 2 z and the sum integral stands for,
The frequency sum is most conveniently done using the mixed representation of the propagator,
Here ω r (k) = k 2 z + 2 r and n f is Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Let us define
Then the spectral function can be written as,
Similarly the spectral function in the scalar channel can be written as,
where, G rs = s − 4m 2 − 2 |q f B| r − 2 |q f B| s . Expressions for (I r,s ) and T integrals are worked out in appendices. Let us note that I r,s are property of the longitudinal ( ) space whereas T integrals belong to transverse (⊥) space. This near complete factorization makes the interpretation of the spectral function clear. The correlator in (2.1) can be thought of as superposition of mesonic states with quark-antiquark pair in (r, s) Landau levels. Each such mesonic state has its own spectral density σ r,s . σ r,s consist of annihilation contribution and scattering contribution which is typical of a thermal medium. What is different in the magnetized plasma is dimensional reduction. Since discontinuity of the correlator is determined by I r,s , the structure of the spectral function is essentially that of two dimensional field theory in (0, 3) plane. The gyromagnetic motion in the transverse plane does not lead to any new cut in the energy plane. The background magnetic field acts just like a medium and it shifts the location of cuts in the energy plane by endowing quarks an effective mass ∼ q f B. It is the quantized momentum of the charged particles in the transverse plane which acts like a mass term for motion in the longitudinal direction.
F r,s and T integrals can be explained in the same way by comparing with the corresponding expressions in the free theory [50] . The magnetic field modifies the scattering amplitudes and these modifications are contained in the T integrals. F r,s has the same interpretation as I r,s . We can simply obtain it from free theory by dropping all reference to transverse dynamics s → s and augmenting the bare mass by quantized transverse momentum m 2 → m 2 + 2l |q f B| .
We note that spectral function of pseudoscalar and scalar channels are degenerate in the chiral limit σ ps = σ s although fermions of the theory became "massive". Thus magnetically generated mass does not lead to chiral symmetry breaking, at least it is not captured in the lowest order of perturbation theory.
The structure of the spectral function is much simplified in two special circumstances -1) when momentum of the meson is aligned with the magnetic field or 2) when the quarkantiquark pair occupy LLL. Let us pause for while to discuss these two special cases before we disseminate the results.
Spectral function for p ⊥ = 0.
Let us set p ⊥ = 0 in (2.5). T integrals now reduce to normalization integrals (see (B.4)),
Substituting (2.7) in (2.1), we get
The magnetic field dependent contribution in the first term from F rr cancels similar contribution in the second term. The spectral function now follows as,
Using (A.2), the spectral function follows as
In the limit of very weak field, the difference in energy between adjacent Landau levels becomes very small and r in this case can be taken as continuous variable. Replacing summation over r by an integration and using the following identities,
11)
it is not difficult to show that in the limit of very weak field, the spectral function is approximated by free field value
(2.13)
Spectral Function in strong field limit
Suppose all mass scales in the problem are smaller than |q f B|. We may assume that quarks are occupying the lowest Landau levels, which is the lowest energy state. The fermion propagator in LLL is obtained by setting n = 0 in (1.7),
Apart from spin projection operator, / k + m f ∆ f k is just the free particle propagator in space. We notice that in the lowest landau level, the dynamics in and ⊥ space have been completely separated at the propagator level. The exponential factor in S f is interesting. After Fourier transform, it gives a factor exp − 1 2 |q f B| x 2 ⊥ which (unlike in free theory) is a non diverging function with maximum at x ⊥ = 0. In a magnetic field, the charged particles funnel along the field lines. A quark in LLL, gyrates in an orbit with Larmor radius r ⊥ ∼ 1/ |q f B|. Thus starting at x ⊥ = 0 it will land up within region δx 2 ⊥ ∼ 1/ |q f B|. The spectral function can be obtained from (A.2) and (B.11) as, In Fig. 2 , we show spectral function in the limit p ⊥ = 0. The sawtooth nature of the spectral function is due to singularities at particle thresholds. Physically at the point of threshold the meson is unstable with respect decay into quark-antiquark pair. The origin of these singularities are dimensional reduction and infinitesimally narrow Landau levels which are artefact of lowest order of perturbation theory. Let us note that the peaks become narrower and the their number increases as the intensity of the magnetic field decreases. This is easy to understand. For a given ω, the highest Landau level that contributes to the spectral function is r max = (s − 4m 2 )/(8 |q f B|) which increases with dwindling magnetic field. On the other hand, in the high frequency tail of the spectral function, the spacing between two successive peaks are given by δω |q f B| /4ω (ω |q f B|), which decreases when magnetic field decreases or frequency increases.
We show in Fig. 3 the spectral function for nonzero transverse momentum. The results are similar in nature to Fig. 2 but more spiky and stay above than the corresponding result at p ⊥ = 0. These can be understood as a consequence of availability of more decay channels at nonzero p ⊥ .
Screening masses
At zero momenta, the spectral function is obtained from We notice that far away from the threshold, the spectral function for each mode consist of a frequency independent part together with power suppressed corrections. This is a consequence of dimensional reduction and is in contrast to the free field limit where spectral function grow as ω 2 . Now, from (1.3) and (3.1), the temporal correlation function can be written as
where χ τ 0 is the correlator with LLL approximation. χ τ 0 is obtained as, We show the temporal correlator in the presence of a magnetic field in Fig. 4 . The effect of the magnetic field on the spectral function is marginal even for extreme value of the field achievable in the heavy ion collision. Let us also note that the contribution of LLL on the temporal correlator is small and an all order summation over the Landau levels is necessary. The screening mass in the time direction, on the other hand, is dictated by LLL. The screening mass is given by m τ scr = 2πT which is same as in free field theory. This behavior is understood as a consequence of B independence of LLL. Now the immunity of χ τ to the exposure of B field can be understood in the following way. Using Euler-Mclaurin kind of relation between the sum of series and the integral of a function [51] , it is not difficult to show that
where χ f ree is the correlator in absence of magnetic field [21] ,
We have checked that inequality (3.4) is satisfied in our case. Thus change in the spectral function δχ = χ − χ f ree χ 0 and this is small. Let us note that the derivation of (3.4) rests on the assumption that the correlator can be written as a sum over Landau levels and that it is a smooth function of the quantum number of orbital motion taken as a continuous variable. These are not overly restrictive assumptions and relations similar to (3.4) presumably hold in general.
The transverse plane correlator in LLL can written from (1.5) and (2.15) as
The integration over transverse coordinates is a Gaussian one. The frequency integration is logarithmically divergent and hence needs regularization. Explicit from of regularization is not important at this point, it just yields a constant, say A. Now the correlator can be written as,
The correlator decays in the transverse direction with a characteristic range |q f B|. But as alluded, this Gaussian falloff is not characteristics of typical screening behavior but rather a manifestation of magnetic confinement. Using the following identity
we obtain the longitudinal correlator from (1.5) and (2.15) as ,
At large distance l = 1 contribution dominates in (3.9). Thus longitudinal screening mass m z scr is 2πT which coincides with m τ scr . Let us note, however, that the asymptotic behavior of the correlator is different from free theory.
Outlook
We have derived analytic expression for spectral function in pseudoscalar (scalar) channel in the deconfined and magnetized phase of QCD and found spatial and temporal screening masses. While the results presented herein are nontrivial as no approximation has been made regarding the kinematics or strength of the magnetic field, it would be of import to include QCD corrections for any kind of realistic phenomenology. The point is that quarks interact strongly with the gluons. The strong interaction of quarks will inevitably mix the Landau levels and fuzz the distinction between and ⊥ spaces.
From the perspective of heavy ion collision phenomenology, we belive that it would more interesting to analyze the observables in a general background of electromagnetic field which is inhomogeneous and time dependent. These are work in progress and will be reported elsewhere.
A Imaginary part of one loop self energy
The integration over k z can easily be done with the help of the well known relation,
x i is simple zero of f (x), f (x i ) = 0. The imaginary part of I r,s is given by,
where, ω r (k) = k 2 z + 2 r and ω s (q) = q 2 z + 2 s . r is transverse mass in rth Landau level,
where, Λ (x, y, z) = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 − 2xy − 2yz − 2zx is the triangle function. We also take ω ± rs = χ rs ω ± λ rs p z ,ω ± rs = χ rs ω ± λ rs |p z |. The imaginary part can be written as,
where θ * (x) is Heaviside theta function with the condition that θ * (0) = 0.
B Evaluation of T intergrals
The T integrals in the main text have following structure,
Let us scale momentum variables as x = For nonzero value of ξ deterministic numerical integrators perform fairly well to evaluate diagonal elements χ α mm for moderate value of ξ. For extreme values of ξ or when |m − n| is large, success of cubature routines are uncertain due to oscillatory nature of the integrand in (B.3). We can, however, circumvent this problem by expanding χ in a polynomial basis. Since χ is an analytic function of ξ, such an expansion is always possible and it provides a fast, stable and accurate method for the numerical evaluation of (B.3). In addition to this, analytic expressions for χ may prove to be useful to test the accuracy of the results obtained from approximate forms of propagators.
We assume a Laguerre-Fourier expansion of χ 5) and our task boils down to finding out the coefficients c δ l which we will do in a heuristic way.
Let us first consider χ 0 mn . The strategy here is to exponentiate the angular dependence in one of the Laguerre polynomial in (B.3) using a nice addition formula due to Bateman [52] ,
We multiply both sides of (B. The x integration then can be done with the following identity [53] , We can further simplify (B.9) by using the following identity [54] , where γ = µ + ν − α − β + r and µ + ν > −1. For γ < 0, the uppper limit of l summation in (B.14) has to be replaced by ∞. For µ = 0, ν = α + β (B.14) reduces to (B.8).
After a short algenbra χ 1 m,n can be expressed as, 
